GROUP WILL HAVE
WELCOME ADDRESS
FROM DR. STRATTON

Quadrangle Club To Conduct
Inspection Tour of Institute

SUPPER AT FRATERNITIES

In response to forty-two letters sent by the committee on charge of arrangements for fried chicken suppers at various schools around Boston extending an invitation to the student members of the Quadrangle Club to attend this get-together of men interested in coming to Technology, acceptance from 284 students representing 33 schools have been received. Those who are Senior I. T. 28, was countered with the reply that the Quadrangle Club on their arrival at the Institute would make arrangements around the buildings by members of that organization. The program will be opened at 3 o'clock with an address by Professor J. T. T. Johnson, of Tufts, and Dr. Elihu Thomson, all of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The address will be given by the president of the Institute this afternoon.

N.E.A. Delegates
Inspect Several Departments Here

President Samuel W. Stanton and Professor Tyler Address Group

Nearly 320 teachers and principals of secondary schools from all over New England will tour the Institute this afternoon as part of the Institute of Education of the American Federation of Labor. In addition Professor Robert H. Smith, head of the Department of Education, and Professor Henry W. Tyler, head of the Department of Mathematics, will receive the visitors in these departments and some of the leading faculty members will tour the Institute together with the visitors. There were more than 200 representatives of the Institute and its activities. The tour was divided into seven sections, each section having a guide to show the students around the different parts of the Institute. The visitors were taken to the various departments, and were shown the various facilities and equipment used at the Institute. The tour was concluded with a luncheon at the Institute, where the visitors were able to discuss the various aspects of the Institute with members of the faculty.

SARGENT CONCERT WILL BE TONIGHT

Tech-Sargent Combined Clubs
Present Concert At

Tonight's annual Tech-Sargent concert will be without a comparison. It is to be noted that their new-programmed concert will be a great success. The program began with the opening number, in which there were two parts. The principal part of the concert was the dance which included several orchestras. The second part of the concert included the performance of the Tech-Sargent Combined Clubs in make-up, and was a great success. The song which made the concert a success was the song "The World's Fair." This song was sung by the chorus, which was accompanied by the Tech-Sargent Combined Clubs. The song was received with great enthusiasm by the audience.

OPEN HOUSE DATE IS
SET AS APRIL 18

Institute Body To Host Baseball Club Sell Dance Tickets

According to the report made at the meeting of the Institute Committee held at noon on Tuesday, March 25, the Tech-Sargent Combined Clubs will be making an appearance at the Institute this evening. The concert will be held at 8 o'clock, and will be attended by many of the leading members of the Institute.

ALUMNI CHOOSE 21 MEMBERS

President Lowell of Harvard Is
Extended Membership

Alumni membership in the Alumni Association is being extended to twenty-one prominent alumni of the Institute. The following alumni were extended membership:

L. P. Lawrence, President of the Institute;
A. Lawrence Lowell, President of Harvard University;
W. B. Wilson, of the Institute;
D. H. Johnson, of the Institute.

These alumni are to be extended membership in the Alumni Association of The Institute, and are to be included in the list of members of the Alumni Association of The Institute, which is to be published in the next issue of the Bulletin of the Alumni Association of The Institute.

CARDINAL AND GRAY'S QUINTET
EXPECT SPEEDY CONTEST FROM
CLEVER NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTFIT

Runkle Acquires New Musical (7) Instrument

Peaceful conditions in Runkle Gymnasium between the two musical teams, Frank Sinatra and Frankie Laine, were interrupted last Wednesday, when an ear-splitting battle between the two teams was started. The battle was carried on with the aid of the Institute's phonograph. This is the first time that the Institute has had a musical contest between the two teams. The contest was held in the Institute Gymnasium, and was attended by a large number of students.

FAVOR SENIORS IN INTERCLASS MEET

Many of Institute Board Records
Expected to Fall in May

Beaver Squad Plans to Follow
Tufts Style

The annual interclass meet is to be held at the Institute next month. The meet will be held in May, and is expected to be attended by many of the leading members of the Institute. The meet will be held at the Institute, and will be attended by a large number of students.

MODERN TURBINE TO REPLACE OLD MODEL

New Two-Stage Curtis Put at Works

One of the highlights around the Institute is the great reduction in the Institute's cost of operation. One of the most significant reductions has been the replacement of the old Curtis turbine with a new Curtis turbine. This new Curtis turbine is to be installed in the Institute's coal plant. The Institute has been able to reduce its cost of operation by using the new Curtis turbine, and this has been very significant for the Institute.

Beaver Squad Plans to Follow
Tufts Style

The annual interclass meet is to be held at the Institute next month. The meet will be held in May, and is expected to be attended by many of the leading members of the Institute. The meet will be held at the Institute, and will be attended by a large number of students.
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THE TECH BOOK LIST

AMERICAN PARADOXES

PROHIBITION AND CHRISTIANITY, by John Kreilick, Indianapolis.


THE CURSE OF THE TARNIFRS.


SIMPLEX CABLE & CARE

MANUFACTURERS

29 DEVER STREET, BOSTON

CHICAGO AND PHILADELPHIA REPRESENTED BY

J. W. XAVIN

DISTRIBUTERS IN GREATER BOSTON

Price List

1927-

FOR YOUNG MEN

Larg & Co., Inc., Box 989, Providence, R. I.

Guertin & Co., Box 989, Providence, R. I.

Edgeworth Extra High Grade Smoking Tobacco

DELIVERIES IN GREATER BOSTON

THE STETSON COAL COMPANY

No. 1 Plant Used

356 to 340 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

SUITs $45, $50 and $55

For Young Men's Department 2nd Floor

Edgeworth

FINDS RIGHT TOBACCO FOR THE TROPS


Stationery Co.

For Your Own Rent, and Housing Materials

Find Right Tobacco for the Tropics

October 12, 1926

SUITING AND TOPCOATS

For Young Men

Style that give expression of personality which is characteristic of the well dressed young college business man. The modern man has a keen sense of style which will prevail all seasons. Original ideas are the keynote of our line. We stand behind our line and you can count on it.

Suits $45, $50 and $55

Young Men's Department 2nd Floor

Scott's Company

THE THERAPY OF IDEAS AND SENSATIONS

The Moot's No. 1 Plant

TRADITIONS OF THE BOSTON COLLEGE


THE STANDARDS OF GOOD ART


THE AMERICAN MISSIONARY MOVEMENT


THE TECHNICAL EDUCATION OF WOMEN


THE PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION
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CRIMSON MATMEN NEARLY BLANK ENGINEERS' TEAM

BEAVER SWIMMERS OPPOSE WESLEYAN

Both Teams Defeated Amherst As Well as Leeing to Army and Brown

Harvard swamped Technology 15 to 1 1/2 in a wrestling meet at the Harvard Gymnasium on Wednesday night, revealing the Engineers from winning any bout. Cahill opened the Cambridge contest with a hard-fought decision over Contrino. The next bout produced the only Tech score of the meet as Frazer defeated Caplan. Jimmy Callan grappled his way through two passes and a pin in the 135 pound class for a decision. Captain Howe of Harvard went down to his blues in the 135 pound class by earning a decision. The Crimson wrestler came to his advantage in the extra session. Corson's greater endurance and speed produced the only Tech score of the meet to save a fall from Lifrak, the present Tech champion. Technology's Varsity boxers left the field with their heads held high.

One hundred and thirty-five pounds was much too light for his opponent in the 135 pound class and Solomon of Harvard won by a fall in less than five minutes. In the 175 pound class Stone of M.I.T. held even with his opponent for the first five minutes, the Crimson man lost one point in the sixth. Captain Howe of Harvard swamped Technology's Varsity boxers left the field with their heads held high.
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Dorm Seniors Concert
All Original Debut
Numbers of the honored senior class in the dormitories, having written or arranged copyrighted pieces of the originality which they will present on the program, are encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity to offer their compositions to the public.

WHITING GIVES NEXT CONCERT ON TUESDAY
Arthur Whitin will present the fourth of his series of concerts at Technology in Room 1520 on Tuesday afternoon, March 9, at 8:30. The program is composed of a series of new songs which John Gage, a baritone, will sing with Whitin as accompanist. The songs are composed with a view of capturing the attention of the student body, members of the faculty and instructing staff also invited to attend. In style of the excellent programs offered at these affairs, the audience has taken the opportunity to enjoy the music of the student body, as well as the popular music of the day.

Technology Delegation Leaves Today
For Eastern New England Conference

At noon today a Technology delegation leaves for Polish Spring, where they will attend the Eastern New England Conference. In making an effort toward higher education in this field, the students will meet with delegations from other Eastern schools for a method of talks and discussions on the theme "Popular Science for American Living." The speakers will include Henry H. Sykes, Dean of the School of Mechanical Engineering; Professor of Mathematics at the University of California; and Joseph A. Mathias of Yarmouth, Maine.

The program will be followed by a dinner of the speakers to give ample opportunity for questions and discussions. The free to the minds of weighty matters, and to clear it for more work, Friday afternoon is to be devoted to physical recreation for the winter sports of the Polish Springs at noon and shall be closed by 10:00 P.M.

Fuelless Motor Is Impractical States Jackson
Relieves That Cost Would Be Too Great For Large Production

According to a recent announcement, Lee C. Johnson, of West Atlantic, Paris, has developed a new fuelless motor. The principle of the invention is that of the motor's being driven from the energy which is developed in the engine and which is not derived from the earth or the air.

It is the belief of the professors of the University of Technology that this idea is possible and could only be obtained by means of a series of experiments. The cost of the motor is not great enough to be practical. The invention is composed of a series of experiments which can only be obtained by the most careful calculation of the results.

RUNKLE TEAM STILL LEADS DORM BOWLING
Runkle still leads the list in the annual Dormitory Bowling Tournament which will be held during the spring term. The list of participants in the tournament is as follows:

Dominic Journal
All Original Debut
Numbers of the honored senior class in the dormitories, having written or arranged copyrighted pieces of the originality which they will present on the program, are encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity to offer her compositions to the public.